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Strap on those ankle weights and get ready for some booty burning! Complete all 6 

exercises on the SAME leg before switching sides. Complete the entire circuit 1-3 times.

Ankle Weight Chair Workouts

15x

15x

Leg 

Extensions

Start standing with the the ankle weights strapped around both ankles. For extra balance, place a 

chair to your RIGHT so that you can hold onto the back of it, like a barre (you can also place your 

hand against a wall, or challenge yourself with no barre or wall at all!) Slightly shift your weight into 

your RIGHT leg (the one closest to the chair.) Engage your abs and stand tall so that your don’t “sink” 

into your standing leg. Use your lower abs to pull your LEFT knee up towards your chest, so that your 

thigh is parallel to the floor. Keep the thigh steady as you extend the leg out straight, squeezing the 

quadriceps. With control, bend the knee to lower the foot back down, but make sure you don’t let the 

knee lower down. Focus on hinging from your knee only, and don’t let the rest of your body move. 

Complete 15 repetitions, and continue onto the next exercise without switching legs. 

Side

Leg Lifts

Continuing with the same working leg, bring the leg back down towards the floor, hovering an inch 

from the ground. Make sure your knees and toes are pointing straight forward as you lift your LEFT 

leg directly out to the side. Keep your hips steady, and make sure you don’t lean over to the 

supporting side. Always make sure the working legs stays completely parallel and don’t let it turn out 

when you lift the leg out to the side. Complete 15 repetitions and move onto the next exercise. 



15x Booty Lift
For a little extra balance you can turn to 

face the chair, holding onto the back for 

support, or you can challenge yourself by 

only using one hand or no chair at all. Bring 

the same working leg slightly behind you 

and point the toes, still keeping the leg 

completely parallel. Use the booty to lift the 

leg back behind you, really squeezing at the 

top of the lift. Lower back down with control 

and repeat 15 times. Be sure you don’t let 

your working side hip lift up when you lift 

the leg, keep them in line with the wall in

front of you. 

15x

15x

15x

Booty Kickback
Holding your last leg curl, keep your foot 

flexed as you press the leg slightly up and 

back, almost as if you were trying the make 

a footprint on the wall behind you. With 

control, bring the working knee back in line 

with the supporting side, and repeat. Think 

of them as nice, slow pulses. Complete 15 

kickbacks, and then return to face sideways 

to the chair with only the RIGHT hand on the 

back of the chair (if you turned in to face 

the chair). 

Leg Curl
On your last booty lift, keep the leg lifted 

slightly and flex the foot to engage the 

hamstrings. Keep the thigh steady as you 

pull your heel in towards your booty, 

squeezing those hamstring muscles even 

more. Extend the leg back out straight to 

repeat. Remember, keep your knees in line 

with each other, and don’t “sink” into your 

working leg when you start to get tired! 

Repeat 15 curls and HOLD your very last one. 

Inner Thigh Lift
Ok, last exercise on this side — then you

finally get a little break for the booty!

Continue working the SAME leg as before,

but this time, cross the working leg in front

of your supporting side so that it is reaching

towards the chair. Using the inner thigh on

the working leg, lift the leg up a few inches

off the floor continuing to reach towards the

chair, and then tap the toes on the floor to

repeat 15 times.

Shake out those legs, and complete

everything on the other side! 


